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ABSTRACT

One of the most common DNA lesions is created
when reactive oxygen alters guanine. 8-oxo-guanine
may bind in the anti-conformation with an opposing
cytosine or in the syn-conformation with an oppos-
ing adenine paired by transversion, and both con-
formations may alter DNA stability. Here we use op-
tical tweezers to measure the stability of DNA hair-
pins containing 8-oxoguanine (8oxoG) lesions, com-
paring the results to predictive models of base-pair
energies in the absence of the lesion. Contrasted
with either a canonical guanine-cytosine or adenine-
thymine pair, an 8oxoG-cytosine base pair shows
significant destabilization of several kBT. The mag-
nitude of destabilization is comparable to guanine-
thymine ‘wobble’ and cytosine-thymine mismatches.
Furthermore, the measured energy of 8oxoG-adenine
corresponds to theoretical predictions for guanine-
adenine pairs, indicating that oxidative damage does
not further destabilize this mismatch in our experi-
ments, in contrast to some previous observations.
These results support the hypothesis that oxidative
damage to guanine subtly alters the direction of the
guanine dipole, base stacking interactions, the lo-
cal backbone conformation, and the hydration of
the modified base. This localized destabilization un-
der stress provides additional support for proposed
mechanisms of enzyme repair.

INTRODUCTION

8-oxoguanine (8oxoG) is a DNA damage product formed
by the reaction of guanine bases with a variety of endoge-
nous and exogenous oxidants (1–3). The 8oxoG lesion base
is chemically similar to the normal guanine, differing only in
the replacement of a hydrogen by oxygen at the C8 position

and by protonation at the N7 position, both on the Hoog-
steen edge of the base facing into the major groove (struc-
tures for G-C and 8oxoG-C are shown in Figure 1, and
all others are shown in Supplementary Figure S1). Impor-
tantly, the 8oxoG lesion base retains guanine’s flat, aromatic
character and Watson–Crick edge, so the hydrogen bonds
and stacking in the 8oxoG-cytosine base pair are highly sim-
ilar to those in the undamaged G-C base pair (4,5). During
replication, the 8oxoG lesion can be paired with adenine by
high-fidelity replicative DNA polymerases (6,7). In the re-
sulting 8oxoG-A pair, the 8oxoG base is flipped into the syn
conformation, allowing it to form two hydrogen bonds with
adenine and reducing the width of the purine–purine base
pair (8). The effect of the 8oxoG-A base pair on DNA du-
plex stability is more severe than 8oxoG-C but less than a
G-A mispair (9,10).
8oxoG is formedwith facility in cells due to the leakage of

reactive oxygen species from cellular respiration. In healthy
human cells, the steady-state concentration is estimated to
be around one 8oxoG per 106 guanines, representing a bal-
ance between rapid formation and robust removal (11). Re-
pair is absolutely critical, since unrepaired 8oxoG-A base
pairs will cause G to T transversion mutations after subse-
quent rounds of replication. Thus, 8oxoG is detected in the
genome and repair is initiated by glycosylases such as the
Escherichia coli enzyme MutM (Fpg) and the human en-
zyme hOGG1 as a part of the base excision repair system
(BER) (12). These small enzymes quickly scan the DNA
searching for the rare 8oxoG lesion and detect it efficiently
despite that fact that 8oxoG differs from undamaged gua-
nine by only two atoms. Once detected, the 8oxoG lesion
is flipped out of the base pair stack and into the enzyme
active site where the glycosidic bond is hydrolyzed. In a no-
table variation on the theme, the E. coli enzyme MutY cor-
rects 8oxoG-A base pairs by specifically recognizing 8oxoG
intra-helically but removing the misplaced adenine to pre-
vent transversion mutations (13).
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Figure 1. Probing the stability of non-canonical DNA. (A) Schematic for
hairpin unzipping in optical tweezers experiments. Single hairpins are im-
mobilized between two beads for fast force-ramp experiments. (B) Six hair-
pins compared in this study. Variations were made in the lower part of the
stem (yellow bars). Control hairpins were fullymatched includingG-C and
A-T pairs at the key sites (red backbones), which were replaced byG-T and
C-T for the mismatched (green) and by oxidized guanine for the damaged
8oxoG-C and 8oxoG-A (blue). (C) Cycles of force extension (solid lines)
and release (dotted lines) for fully matched hairpins (G-C at the key sites,
shown inset). Five contiguous extension/release cycles (red) on the same
hairpin display reproducible hairpin opening and closing. (D) Three cycles
of 8oxoG-C containing hairpins (blue) show the destabilizing effect of ox-
idative damage (inset, with changes due to oxidative damage in blue). In
both panels, the opening force (Fop), opening length (�xop) and closing
force (Fcl) are identified for each cycle, between the modeled elasticities for
the DNA handles (yellow) and the DNA handles plus the unfolded DNA
(orange). These elasticities are quantified in the Supplementary Methods
S2. The work of unfolding (W= �Gds – �Gds+ss) for a typical cycle is the
area between these models (shaded violet).

The ability of BER glycosylases to distinguish between
8oxoG lesions and normal guanine as they scan rapidly
along DNA is remarkable. The 8oxoG-C base pair does not
distort the overall shape of the DNA to create a larger sign-
post for damage nor does it openmore frequently to solvent
to enhance glycosylases’ ability to ‘catch’ the lesion in an
abundant extrahelical state (5,14,15). However, during the
search process both MutM and hOGG1 ‘interrogate’ the
DNA by bending the backbone substantially and pushing
on the edges of the base pairs from the minor groove (16–
18). This localized application of stress has been proposed
to destabilize selectively the 8oxoG-C base pair and lower
the activation energy for extrusion and amino acid interca-
lation at 8oxoGC base pairs (19,20).
Here we develop a general approach for studying yet

uncharacterized nucleic acid duplex defects, starting with
physiologically important 8oxoG lesion, by unzipping the
DNA hairpins with optical tweezers. The optical tweezers
unzipping method can measure the changes in the free en-
ergy of the duplex due to lesion directly, avoiding the issues
associated with the thermal melting of the 8oxoG-C con-
taining duplexes, for which compensating enthalpy and en-
tropy changes minimize observed changes in Tm even when
changes in free energy are significant. In contrast, the hair-
pin elongation upon each base pair opening is unaffected
by base modifications, such that the measured changes in
the unzipping force are directly related to the duplex desta-
bilization by the lesion or other modification. Thus, these
experiments can directly measure the hairpin free energy for
two- or three-state unfolding, enabling the individual desta-
bilization to be recovered. To contextualize the magnitudes
of the effect of the 8oxoG-C pair on duplex opening param-
eters, we compare it systematically to five base pair combi-
nations that share some properties but not others in terms of
size, shape and hydrogen bonding arrangement: G-C mim-
ics the 8oxoG-C pair most closely in shape, stacking and hy-
drogen bonding pattern; A-T makes fewer hydrogen bonds
but forms a stable canonical pair with strong base stacking;
G-T makes a similar non-canonical pair by forming hydro-
gen bonds and matching the width of the base stack well;
C-T forms an unstable base pair with weak hydrogen bond-
ing and diminished base stacking; and 8oxoG-A contains
the 8oxoG lesion but in a flipped conformation with Hoog-
steen hydrogen bonding. Our results show that oxidization
weakens the G-C pair, such that the lesion resembles a wob-
ble, though destabilization is not consistent with a full mis-
match. We also find surprisingly that oxidation does not di-
minish the stability of a G-A mismatch, in contrast to the
results of some earlier studies (9,10), but in agreement with
other recent measurements (21).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hairpin constructs

Synthesis of hairpin constructs begins with PCR amplifi-
cation of pBR322 plasmid to create two ∼3 kb-long han-
dles that are subsequently ligated to either end of the hair-
pin. The resulting 6.6 kb hairpin construct has a biotin
and digoxigenin on opposite 5′ termini. Detailed assembly
scheme and sequences are shown in Supplementary Meth-
ods S1 and is also summarized in Supplementary Figure S2.
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Sequences of the DNA fragments used to create these con-
structs are shown in Supplementary Tables S1 and 2.

Optical tweezers and force ramp experiments

Individual hairpin constructs were isolated and tethered
as shown in Figure 1 and described previously (22,23).
Briefly, solutions of the hairpin construct were diluted
into the experimental buffer of 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.0),
and [Na+] of 100 mM. A 2.1 �m diameter polystyrene
bead (Spherotech), coated in anti-dig is fixed onto a
glass micropipette (WPI), glued into a custom flow cell.
Streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads of 5.0 and 3.0 �mdi-
ameter (Bangs Labs, Spherotech) were held in a dual-beam
counter propagating optical trap (Lumics,Nikon, Thorlabs)
(the 5.0 �m bead is shown in the figure). The flow cell is
moved at a fixed loading rate of 10 pN/s, in ∼4 nm steps
(nPoint), and increasing DNA tension is recorded by a lat-
eral effect detector (SpotOn,Melles Griot). Though this in-
strument is capable of varying loading rates, faster rates
compromise the signal-to-noise, while slower rates reveal
drift in the micropipette position. Instrument calibration is
affected by overstretching phage-� DNA and the finite trap
stiffness is measured for the beads used. Hairpin unfold-
ing was identified and characterized as described previously
(22).

Estimates of the free energy landscape using mfold

Hairpin sequences were entered into the DNA form of the
mfold web server, with [Na+] of 100 mM and at 22◦C, to
best match experimental conditions (24). mfold returned in-
dividual base energies that included base pairing and near-
est neighbor (stacking) interactions. These energies were
summed, starting from the base of the hairpin to give the
energy required to unfold the hairpin up to a given length.
While mfold includes energies of mismatched pairs of un-
damaged bases, it does not include the energies of oxidized
bases. Initially, any 8oxoG bases were simply treated as un-
damaged guanines, so that the contribution to the energy
sum by 8oxoG-C is identical to a canonical G-C, and that of
the 8oxoG-A is identical to a mismatch G-A. When experi-
ments revealed differences between these estimates and the
data, the energy of these base pairs was changed to achieve a
match with the available landscape data as discussed below.

RESULTS

Hairpin stability directly measured in unfolding experiments

The DNA hairpins in this study were unfolded/folded in
an optical tweezers instrument, as discussed in the ‘Materi-
als and Methods’ section and shown in Figure 1A. Hairpin
sequences were based on the RNA hairpin of the transac-
tivation response element (TAR) of the HIV-1 virion. Pre-
vious studies have shown that base pair mismatches in the
lower stem lead to destabilization of the overall RNA hair-
pin (22). Two stable control DNAhairpins were created that
feature G-C and A-T pairs at the lower part of the stem to
replace these mismatches as shown in Figure 1B. Another
pair of hairpins was created, replacing the canonical base
pairs with two G-T mismatches and two C-T mismatches,

effectively reintroducing the base stem instabilities (com-
pare the highlighted regions in Figure 1B). Finally, a pair of
‘8oxo’ hairpins was created by incorporating oxidized gua-
nine: one hairpin features two 8oxoG-C pairs and another
two 8oxoG-A pairs. Base pairing under the influence of ox-
idative damage to guanine is contrasted to canonical pairs
and mismatches in Supplementary Figure S1, while the key
substitution of 8oxoG-C for G-C is shown inset to Figure
1C and D. Hairpins were created as discussed in ‘Materi-
als and Methods’ section and additional details are shown
in Supplementary Methods 1 while a schematic of hairpin
construction may be found in Supplementary Figure S2.
Force ramp experiments isolate single hairpins and sub-

ject them to fast cycles of extension and release. Figure 1C
shows several such cycles for fully matched G-C contain-
ing hairpins while Figure 1D shows cycles for hairpins sub-
stituting two 8oxoG-C base pairs in the stem according to
Figure 1B. For each cycle, the gradual change in the elastic-
ity of the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) handles under
force is evident and is fit to a polymer elasticity model de-
tailed in Supplementary Methods 2. At a critical force, a
sudden change in the length is measured and this event is
identified as DNA hairpin unfolding. The length change is
associated with the hairpin opening length (�xop) and both
an unfolding or opening force (Fop) and closing force (Fcl)
are recognized. The single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) hairpin
and the dsDNA handles are also modeled as described in
Supplementary Methods 2. The work of unfolding and re-
folding during a given cycle is the area between these two
models (W= �Gds – �Gds+ss). The results from n cycles for
each hairpin are discussed below.

Models of hairpin unfolding predict stem instability

mfold is frequently used to test the configuration and fold-
ing free energy of various sequences of ssDNA and ssRNA
(24). The sequences of the hairpins shown in Figure 1Bwere
submitted to the mfold server as described in the ‘Materi-
als andMethods’ section. mfold returns an array of energies
(including nearest-neighbor contributions),Gi(ni, F= 0) for
each base pair (ni), in the absence of any external force (F).
An unfolding landscape is created by summing these ener-
gies from the stem (where unfolding must begin) to the api-
cal loop to recover the total folding/unfolding energy; �i
Gi(ni, 0) = �Go. Figure 2A shows these sums for the fully
matched hairpins containing G-C and A-T base pairs at the
key sites. This landscape provides theoretical estimates of
the hairpin unfolding energy (�Go), hairpin length (�xop)
and the transition state barrier height (�G†

op) and distance
(�x†op), as well as an estimate of the mean unfolding force
(F1/2), all of which we will compare with experimentally de-
termined landscape parameters below.
Increasing the tension reduces the overall stability of the

hairpin, altering the energy landscape at each base pair;
Gi(ni, F) = Gi(ni, 0) - F�xi·ni. The likelihood of observing
hairpin unfolding increases with force, and the probability
of observing the hairpin partially unfolded may be plotted
(p∼e−Gi(ni, F)). As the force is increased further (but held
constant across the hairpin extension), the total probability
of observing the folded state (pcl) decreases while the un-
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Figure 2. Predicting hairpin thermodynamics. (A) Summing base pair and
stacking energies determined by mfold for the fully matched G-C (pink)
and A-T (red) DNA hairpin sequences (shown in Figure 1B). Fully unzip-
ping the hairpin requires a total free energy (�Go), over the total hairpin
length (�xop), minus a small length that frays at low force. The ‘dip’ near
the end for all unzipping free energy profiles at zero force correspond to
the unfavorable free energy associated with the hairpin loop closure. (B)
Increasing force on the G-C hairpin will lower the free energy (solid line)
of the unfolded state until the folded and unfolded states are at equal en-
ergy, at a fixed force of F1/2 = 12.2 pN for the G-C hairpin shown here.
The occupancy (dotted line) is 50:50 for the folded and unfolded state. A
transition barrier height (�G†

op) and distance from the folded state (�x†op)
may be identified. (C) The landscape for A-T containing hairpins at F1/2
shows some additional fraying. (D) Summing base pair and stacking ener-
gies determined by mfold for the mismatch containing G-T (sage) and C-T
(green) DNA hairpin sequences. Landscapes for G-T containing (E) and
C-T containing (F) hairpins at F1/2 are significantly destabilized, fraying
the lowest∼12 bp. The landscape now shows opening and closing between
a stem-frayed state and the fully unfolded state at equal energy. An offset
of 6 kBT places the landscape in the same energy range as (B and C) but
does not change the shape of the probability distribution. (G) The total en-
ergy for the 8oxoG-C (cyan) and 8oxoG-A (blue) containing hairpins are
modeled in mfold with canonical guanines. The resulting landscape at F1/2
is identical to the G-C containing hairpin (H) and shows little hairpin fray-
ing, while the mismatch G-A shows significant fraying (I) and is offset by 6
kBT as above. All values are summarized in Table 1. Folded and unfolded
landscape potentials are added as described in Supplementary Methods
S3.

folded state increases (pop). At a critical force the probabil-
ity of observing the folded and unfolded state is equal, pop =
pcl, and this defines F1/2. Figure 2B and C show these land-
scapesGi(xi, F 1

2
) for G-C andA-T containing hairpins, with

additional calculations available in Supplementary Meth-
ods 3. These landscapes reveal a rough transition barrier
and the height of this barrier and the distance from the
folded state may be identified. As expected, F1/2decreases
with hairpin stability. However, at F1/2 the fully folded state
has a definite probability associated with a few of the low-
est stem bases unfolded. This suggests that the first bases in
the stem may ‘fray’ at low forces below F1/2, and this fray-
ing may be variable in length, an effect that has been seen
before (22). Theoretical estimates of the hairpin unfolding

energy (�Go), length (�xop) and transition state properties
that account for this effect are shown in Table 1.
Replacing the matched bases with the G-T and C-T mis-

matches in Figure 2D further reduces the overall hairpin en-
ergy and the critical unfolding force (F1/2). Importantly, in
these mismatched cases the entire lower stem is destabilized
relative to the upper part of the hairpin. Instead of a two-
state transition froma folded to an unfolded state, unfolding
is observed to proceed through an intermediate, partially
unfolded state. The lowest 10–14 bp unfold at a low force
(<8 pN), a small length change that is not typically resolved
in these experiments. The upper stem unfolding, occurring
at high force (where the signal to noise is greater) is char-
acterized in these experiments. The unfolding landscape is
adjusted until the probability of observing the intermediate
state and the unfolded state is equal. This is most accurately
done with the lowest stem removed, though this result is su-
perimposed upon the full landscapes (with a vertical offset)
in Figure 2E and F for comparison to the matched hairpins.
Thus, the presence of these mismatches causes a dramatic
and easily identified change in every landscape parameter.

Hairpin unfolding energies reveal oxidative damage

Energies of base pairs containing the oxidized guanines,
8oxoG-C and 8oxoG-A, have not been thoroughly char-
acterized by thermal melting and thus are not specifically
included in the mfold database. To approximate the land-
scape, we assumed initially that these base pairs are identical
to their undamaged counterparts G-C and G-A, as shown
in Figure 2G–I. Though by this model a hairpin contain-
ing 8oxoG-C appears fully stable, the mismatch 8oxoG-A
shows a significant reduction in measured length and an en-
ergy associated with an intermediate state as shown above.
Estimated parameters are collected in Table 1, where they
will be compared to measurements described below.
Though the measured distributions of the work of fold-

ing and unfolding (W) are notmeasured in equilibriumwith
hairpin unfolding, the equilibrium hairpin unfolding energy
(�Go) may be faithfully retrieved using methods developed
by Crooks (25) and Bennett (26). Figure 3A and B shows
the determination of unfolding free energies for the fully
matched hairpins. These techniques are discussedmore fully
in Supplementary Methods 4, and sample distributions are
shown in Supplementary Figure S3 for comparison. When
the keyG-C sites are replaced withA-T, the overall energy is
reduced modestly. However, substitution of the mismatches
G-T, C-T or 8oxoG-A clearly causes the significant reduc-
tion in unfolding energy associated with lower stem loss de-
scribed above. Furthermore, this energy change is evident
for 8oxoG-C as well, indicating that this base pair weakens
the hairpin compared to G-C.
The landscape of the matched G-C hairpin was adapted

to model the 8oxoG-C pair by removing a fixed energy of
6.0 kBT at the two sites indicated in Figure 3C, giving rise
to the landscape of Figure 3D. To match the full change in
stability, both the 8oxoG-C and the nearest neighbor were
weakened by this amount (four sites ware affected for a to-
tal of 12.0 kBT for the two lesions). While it is possible
that some sites were weakened differentially, distinctions be-
tween them could not be accurately judged in this work.
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Table 1. Comparisons between theory and experiment for DNA hairpin unfolding

Hairpin n �Go (kBT) �xop (bases) F1/2 (pN) (kBT) @F1/2 (bases) @F1/2

Control G-C 110 56.0 ± 0.4 55.8 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.1 7.8 ± 1.5 37 ± 2
55 ± 1 55 ± 1 12.2 ± 0.2 7.1 ± 1.5 44 ± 2

Control A-T 57 53.6 ± 0.4 52.4 ± 0.7 11.9 ± 0.1 - -
52 ± 1 54 ± 1 11.8 ± 0.2 - -

Mismatch G-T 98 36.8 ± 0.4 42.0 ± 0.6 9.7 ± 0.1 6 ± 2 23 ± 4
36 ± 1 38 ± 1 9.8 ± 0.2 5 ± 2 26 ± 4

Mismatch C-T 55 27.6 ± 0.4 31.3 ± 0.8 7.8 ± 0.1 - -
28 ± 1 30 ± 1 8.4 ± 0.2 - -

8oxoG-C 92 35.2 ± 0.4 38.7 ± 0.5 9.5 ± 0.1 5 ± 2 24 ± 4
36 ± 1 38 ± 1 9.8 ± 0.3 6 ± 2 28 ± 4

8oxoG-A 39 32.0 ± 0.4 37.0 ± 0.9 9.4 ± 0.2 - -
31 ± 1 34 ± 1 9.0 ± 0.3 - -

The number of extension/release cycles (n) shown for optical tweezers unfolding/folding experiments shown in Figure 1. Measurements of the hairpin
unfolding free energy (�Go) found from fits to Supplementary Equations S5 and S6, as shown in Figure 3. The unfolding length (�xop) is compared for
these constructs in Figure 4. The force at which folding and unfolding occur at equal rates (F1/2) found from the force unfolding distributions of Figure
5. Fits of unfolding distributions to Supplementary Equation S6 and S7 are shown in Figure 5 for three constructs, giving the transition barrier height
(�G†

op) and distance from the folded state (�x†op). Theoretical values found from mfold energy landscape calculations detailed in Figure 2, and shown in
italics below each experimental result. The values for 8oxoG-C and 8oxoG-A were determined from landscapes for G-C and G-A. The values for 8oxoG-C
required an additional destabilizing energy of 6.0 kBT at each site, while the values for 8oxoG-Awere stabilized by 0.4 kBT, to yield a match to experimental
values. Details of this iterative calculation discussed in the text.

Critically, this energy decrease causes a key change in the
landscape; the 8oxoG-C containing hairpins are now pre-
dicted to show the release of the lower stem. Figure 3E and
F show the change to the energy landscape of the G-A con-
taining hairpin, and the slight total energy increase of 2.0
kBT at each site required to match the observed experimen-
tal unfolding energy of 8oxoG-A. Importantly, this change
does not cause any further significant change to the land-
scape and is even within the uncertainty of the energy mea-
surement. Figure 3G compares all the experimental and the-
oretical results, showing excellent agreement for the canon-
ical pairs and the mismatches. Furthermore, these results
clearly illustrate the destabilization induced by oxidative
damage to the G-C base pair not covered by mfold, while
the 8oxoG-A pair is nearly identical within experimental
uncertainty to the G-A. The latter result is somewhat sur-
prising, given that the 8oxoG is flipped into the Gsyn-Aanti
conformation, as explained below.
The overall opening length of unfolding (�xop) was mea-

sured for each extension/release cycle, and these distribu-
tions are shown for each hairpin in Figure 4A–F. The aver-
age unfolding length was converted into a number of bases
using the force-dependent elasticities discussed in Supple-
mentary Methods 2. The results are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 4G. The measured lengths of the fully matched hair-
pins compare well with expected values and nearly match
the full hairpin lengths, as ∼55 bases are observed during
opening, compared to 64 bases for the known structure. The
difference is due to stem fraying, as described above. The
values for the mismatch and damaged base containing hair-
pins all show evidence of a further length reduction as only
∼40 bases are released upon opening, due to the loss of the
lowest part of the stem at lower forces. Crucially, in one case,
that of the G-T containing hairpin, an initial event could be
deduced for ∼50% of the hairpins and this showed a release
of 18± 1 bases, which compares well with the difference be-
tween the fully matched and mismatch/damage-containing
hairpins.Unfortunately, these short opening events (<8 nm)

could not be reliably resolved at forces below 5 pN (F1/2 ∼
6 pN for the events seen in the G-T containing hairpin).
Finally, the distribution of unfolding forces P(Fop) pro-

vides insight into the transition state. The distribution for
the fully matched G-C containing hairpin is shown in Fig-
ure 5A. The value of the force at the peak represents F1/2
which is equal to the average force within uncertainty. Fur-
thermore, this distribution may be fit to a model of force-
influenced unfolding of Dudko, et al., described in the Sup-
plementary Methods 5 (27,28). These fits returned values
of the barrier height (�G†

op) and distance (�x†op). These
values may be compared to those obtained from the un-
folding force distributions for G-T and 8oxoG-C contain-
ing hairpins, shown in Figure 5B and C. Comparing the un-
folding force (F1/2) for all hairpins, as shown in Figure 5D,
confirms the prediction that the unfolding force decreases
for defect-containing hairpins. For the three hairpins fitted
here, the full energy landscapes may be contrasted and com-
pared to theoretical landscapes from above in Figure 5E–
G. Changes in the transition state overlap predictions well,
and this serves to confirm both the decrease in the unfolding
free energy and loss of the lowest stem described above. Fur-
thermore, weakened hairpins are observed to have smaller
barriers, which lie closer to the folded state, as opposed to
hairpins where the barrier lies relatively far from the folded
state, such as seen for TAR RNA (22). The landscape for
8oxoG-C containing hairpins is fully consistent with the
destabilized site model, which gives matches for all of the
values of the landscape parameters in including not just the
hairpin unfolding energy (�Go), but the opening length of
hairpin unfolding (�xop), the barrier height (�G

†
op) and dis-

tance from the folded state to the transition state (�x†op).
Finally, the correlation of the graphs for �Go, �xop and
F1/2 (Figures 3G, 4G and 5D) are correlated, as the stability
and length of the of the frayed hairpins are roughly propor-
tional. However, the transition force changes somewhat less
as it is the ratio F1/2 ∼ �Go/�xop.
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Figure 3. Hairpins are directly destabilized by stem substitutions. Measur-
ing the unfolding hairpin energy as the crossing point of each cumulative
work distribution z(x) and the line z= x gives the equilibriumunfolding en-
ergy (�Go). This method is described more fully in Supplementary Meth-
ods S4 (26,29). (A) The crossing point for the fullymatchedG-C (pink) and
A-T (red) hairpins as well at the mismatch containing G-T (sage) and C-T
(green). (B) Measurement of the equilibrium free energy of the 8oxoG-C
(cyan) and 8oxoG-A (blue) containing hairpins. (C and D) Hairpin free
energy profile for G-C containing hairpins (pink). To match the measured
free energy of the 8oxoG-C substituted hairpins, the two sites shown by the
arrows were each destabilized by 6.0 kBT. This free energy profile (blue)
leads to a landscape that shows significant fraying, as opposed to the value
predicted from mfold for G-C. (E and F) Hairpin free energy profile for
G-A containing hairpins (pink). To match the measured free energy of the
8oxoG-A substituted hairpins, the two sites shown by the arrows were each
stabilized by 0.4 kBT. This free energy profile (blue) leads to a landscape
that that is effectively the same within uncertainty compared to the G-A
landscape of Figure 2. (G) Comparisons of the predicted and measured
hairpin free energy. Measured lengths from OT experiments shown as ver-
tical bars, while values predicted frommfold (Figure 2) are shown as circles.
Introducing mismatched and damaged bases increases stem fraying and
leaves a weaker hairpin, compared to the G-C containing hairpin. Values
are also summarized in Table 1. All errors represent the standard error in
the mean.

Individual base instabilities

While it is instructive to study the stability of a full or par-
tial hairpin, it is important to consider the average stability
of these two key sites for each substitution. The base pair
energies from mfold may be easily compared along the full
landscape, using Figure 2A as a starting point and taking
the matched hairpin containing G-C pairs at the key sites
as a reference. The only difference occurs at four sites––the
substituted bases and the nearest neighbors, and we aver-
age those differences. The individual G-C energy is found
directly from mfold or calculated from the underlying data
and consists of the energy predicted bymfold at each site, in-
cluding the nearest neighbor energy (24). Each substitution
is directly compared to this number to give the theoretical
stability per site. Alternatively, there are the landscapes of
each hairpin (of Figure 2A andD), subtracted from theG-C
landscape and expressed per site. For 8oxoG-C and 8oxoG-
A, the difference is simply the increase or decrease that was
modeled at each site to match the change in the hairpin en-
ergy. Experimental values are found from the optical tweez-
ers data, adding back the energy of the frayed stem, then
comparing the overall energies relative to G-C, as above.
The results are shown numerically in Table 2, and graphi-
cally relative to the G-C match in Figure 6. While G-C and
A-T base pairs contribute to hairpin stability, the inclusion
of G-T, C-T and 8oxoG-A mismatches destabilize the hair-
pin. Finally, 8oxoG-C also destabilizes the hairpin, by an
amount that closely corresponds to the G-T ‘wobble’, but
by less than the full mismatches.

DISCUSSION

Stability of canonical and mismatched base pairs in DNA

Many studies over the last two decades have illustrated the
power of force-induced denaturation with optical tweezers
to elucidate the folding and unfolding pathways and over-
all stability of biomolecules (29–31). Here we demonstrate
that the measured unfolding forces, energies, and transition
state lengths of DNA hairpins agree well with mfold mod-
els derived from thermal melting techniques, both for hair-
pins containing canonical bases as well as those containing
mismatched G-T and C-T base pairs. This agreement sup-
ports the use of optical tweezers to extend our understand-
ing of DNA unfolding into new, uncharacterized systems
that are not currently a part of the mfold database such as
8oxoG. Indeed, the integration of the force data with mfold
to map out transition state models for unfolding confirms
the power of using both methods in a complementary fash-
ion. Furthermore, the force-unfolding method may charac-
terize the transition state and a simple energy landscape that
provides additional quantitative information on the unfold-
ing pathway.
In melting DNA hairpin duplexes by force, we show that

both G-C and A-T canonical base pairs contribute favor-
ably to the stability of the duplex (Table 2), with A-T con-
tributing less than G-C as expected. In contrast, all other
base pairing combinations tested are destabilizing. In our
hairpin assemblies, G-T mismatches only modestly desta-
bilize the DNA duplex in which they are found. An X-
ray crystal structure of the G-T mismatch shows that these
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Figure 4. Mismatches greatly increase stem fraying. Distributions of the measured unfolding length (�xop) for the (A) fully matched hairpin including
G-C at the selected sites, (B) fully matched hairpin with A-T substitutions, (C) mismatch G-T containing hairpin, (D) mismatch C-T containing hairpin
and hairpins with (E) 8oxoG-C and (F) 8oxoG-A substituted at the key sites (Figure 1). The mean unfolding length decreases, as mismatch and oxidized
base substitutions cause fraying of the lower stem that effectively reduces the folded hairpin length. (G) Comparisons for all hairpin substitutions in this
study. Measured lengths from OT experiments are shown as bars, while values predicted from mfold landscapes of Figure 2 are shown as circles. While the
A-T substitutions do not fray the stem, base pair mismatches and oxidatively damaged bases do. Results are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 5. Unfolding forces decrease for mismatch containing hairpin stems. (A) The measured distribution of the unfolding force (P(Fop)) for fully matched
G-C containing hairpins. Data are fit to the unfolding model of Dudko (Supplementary Equations S6 and S7, solid line) as shown in Supplementary
Methods S5. (B) Unfolding force distribution (P(Fop)) for G-T containing hairpins and fit (solid line). (C) Unfolding force distribution (P(Fop)) and fit

(solid line) for damaged 8oxoG-C containing hairpins, where the peak unfolding force is reduced by stem fraying. Fitted values of the barrier height (�G†
op)

and distance (�x†op) are reported in Table 1. (D) The force at which hairpin folding and unfolding are equally probable (F1/2), plotted for the hairpins in this
study. OT data shown in bars while theoretical predictions are plotted as circles. Weakened hairpins unfold at lower forces, and values are also summarized
in Table 1. (E) Unfolding landscape composed of values of the unfolding free energy (�Go), the unfolding length (�xop), the barrier height (�G

†
op) and

distance (�x†op) for fully matched, G-C containing hairpins. Theory (pink squares) and experiment (red circles) compare well at the peak unfolding force
(F1/2), where the folded and unfolded states have equal energy. (F) Landscape for G-T containing hairpins. Theory (sage squares) and experiment (green
circles) are compared at the peak unfolding force (F1/2). (G) Landscape for 8oxoG-C hairpins. Theoretical landscape parameters (cyan squares) are plotted

alongside experimentally measured values (blue circles). Values of the hairpin energy (�Go), opening length (�xop) and barrier energy (�G
†
op) and distance

(�x†op) for all of the fits are all summarized in Table 1.
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Table 2. Base pair stability reduced by oxidative damage

Base Pair �Go (kBT) mfold �Go (kBT) OT �Go (kcal/mol) mfold �Go (kcal/mol) OT

G-C 5.2 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 0.2 8.8 ± 0.3 8.8 ± 0.3
A-T 3.5 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.2 5.9 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.3
G-T − 0.6 ± 0.2 − 0.6 ± 0.4 − 1.1 ± 0.3 − 1.0 ± 0.7
C-T − 2.8 ± 0.2 − 3.0 ± 0.4 − 4.7 ± 0.3 − 5.1 ± 0.7
8oxoG-C − 1.2 ± 0.2 − 1.2 ± 0.4 − 2.0 ± 0.3 − 2.0 ± 0.7
8oxoG-A − 1.9 ± 0.2 − 2.1 ± 0.4 − 3.2 ± 0.3 − 3.5 ± 0.7

Individual base pair energy contribution to hairpin stability (in kBT and kcal/mol), also shown in Figure 6. Because DNA damage affects the base and
its nearest neighbor, the stability for G-C and A-T base pairs includes the free energy of the nearest neighbor. Experimental values found from optical
tweezers unfolding experiments, including removal of the estimation of the lower stem energy as described in the text. Theoretical values found directly
from mfold, though for 8oxoG-C the stability of the oxidized guanine and its nearest neighbor were reduced by 6.0 kBT (10 kcal/mol), and for 8oxoG-A
the stability of the oxidized guanine and its nearest neighbor were increased by 0.4 kBT (0.7 kcal/mol) to match observed experimental results.

Figure 6. Oxidative damage disrupts base stacking. Average base pair en-
ergy of the substituted sites (shown in yellow in Figure 1B), relative to the
stability of a G-C containing pair. Values from mfold (circles) are com-
pared tomeasured values (bars) as determined fromunfolding experiments
discussed in the text. Relative to either G-C and A-T pairs, the presence of
G-T and C-Tmismatches will destabilize a hairpin. Oxidative damage also
destabilizes the hairpin, as 8oxoG-C is 6.4 kBT less stable than G-C, with
a stability that resembles the G-T wobble. However, the destabilization of
8oxoG-A matches the destabilization predicted for G-A, as discussed in
the text.

bases pair in the helix by forming two hydrogen bonds in
a ‘wobble’ pairing motif (32). Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectra from previous work show sharp peaks for
the G and T imino protons as well as flanking base pairs,
confirming that hydrogen bonding is robust (33), though
the base pair opening rate is ∼300× faster for G-T than G-
C (34). The C-T mismatch is the most destabilizing to the
double helical form of DNA studied in this work. NMR
data show that the H-bonding is weak, supporting mod-
els in which the C-T pair forms longer or water-mediated
H-bonds (35). The imino proton on T is present but lacks
NOE cross-peaks due to fast exchange with water, consis-
tent withmore recentMD simulations that predict two non-
canonical base pairing conformations of similar energies
(36).

Oxidative damage induces destabilization

The�Go of the 8oxoG-C base pair is negative, meaning that
the presence of the 8oxoG-C pair actively subtracts from the
stability of the DNA duplex in which it is found (Table 2).
When compared to the relative thermodynamic contribu-
tions of all undamaged base pairs in all sequence contexts
as determined by Poyret et al. (37), it is clear that 8oxoG-C
behaves like mismatched bases rather than a matched pair.
Our results directly quantify the energy loss during the sub-
stitution of 8oxoG-C for G-C to be −6.0 ± 0.4 kBT, includ-
ing both the destabilization of base pairing and disruption
of the nearest neighbor upon which this value also depends
(38). This concrete value for 8oxoG-C destabilization may
be useful to other workers who are modeling recognition
and binding by hOGG1 and MutM.
The thermodynamic destabilization induced by the

8oxoG-C base pair is notable because it stacks normally
on its neighbors and forms three hydrogen bonds. Previ-
ous NMR analysis has shown that the imino proton ex-
change time with solution is indistinguishable for G-C ver-
sus 8oxoG-C pairs (14,15). The latter study also showed
that the natural rates of base pair opening and closing, kop
and kcl, are not very different for the G-C and 8oxoG-C
pairs. Nonetheless, the NMR method may overlook small
changes in stability, since imino proton exchange may not
detect all states with altered pairing and stacking.
Though most similar to a G-C pair structurally, ther-

modynamically the 8oxoG-C pair is most similar to the
G-T ‘wobble’ pair, in which guanine also forms hydrogen
bonds to a pyrimidine neighbor and stacks within the he-
lix, though with a shear (32). Provocatively, quantum me-
chanical calculations indicate that the addition of the car-
bonyl oxygen at C8 and a proton at N7 to guanine (form-
ing 8-oxoG) causes a rotation of the base dipole by 42◦
(39), which would be expected to alter the electrostatic con-
tribution to 8oxoG base stacking on its nearest neighbors
despite the similarity in buried surface area, but in a way
that is difficult to calculate precisely (40). Though sugar
pucker at the 8oxoG-C pair appears to fall into the nor-
mal C2′endo range (4), phosphorus NMR data hint that the
backbone may switch from the normal BI to BII confor-
mation adjacent to the lesion, with a corresponding reduc-
tion in twist (41). Though DNA melting experiments show
only a small change in the measured melting temperature
of 8oxoG-containing duplexes relative to the corresponding
G-containing duplexes, the derived free energy change for
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melting is more significant, in agreement with the findings
of this work (10,38). A combination of calorimetric meth-
ods showed that this effect is associated with a slight reduc-
tion of the number of counterions and significant reduction
of ∼15 water molecules upon substitution of 8oxoG-C for
G-C (41). The 8oxoG-C duplex appears much less hydrated
than the G-C duplex, due to additional O and H of the O8
and N7 atoms in the major groove. In both cases the duplex
form of DNA is more hydrated than ssDNA, but less so for
8oxoG-C.
The 8oxoG-A pair is unique because it has attributes of

both an oxidized base and weakened base pairing. Impor-
tantly, 8oxoG-A is conformationally dissimilar to the G-A
pair, as 8oxoG is flipped into the syn orientation and hydro-
gen bonds with adenine via its Hoogsteen edge instead of
the Watson–Crick edge. Our optical tweezers results reveal
that substitution of 8oxoG-A contributes an energy loss of
7.3± 0.4 kBT to the hairpin at each site (compared to the G-
C control), making it more unstable than an 8oxoG-C pair
but less unstable than the C-Tmismatch. This number is∼2
kBT per site greater than previously found in spectroscopic
and thermodynamic measurements, though salt concentra-
tions and sequence context differ (10). Interestingly, Plum
et al. observed that the substitution of 8oxoG-A pair was
less destabilizing than the G-A pair (but more than 8oxoG-
C), a result that was explained by the syn-anti conforma-
tional differences in the guanine glycosidic bond angle. In
our system, the measured destabilization of the 8oxoG-A
pair is directly comparable within uncertainty to the mfold
calculated energy of the G-A mismatch; no additional cor-
rections need be added to the mfold model to account for
the oxidative lesion. Nonetheless, both results show that the
negative thermodynamic effect of the 8oxoG is not additive
with the G-A mismatch, likely because the additional car-
bonyl oxygen and imine nitrogen groups on the 8oxoG pro-
vide new hydrogen bonding partners that stabilize the Gsyn-
Aanti conformation relative to other non-canonical confor-
mations favored by the G-A pair (12,42). Either result (of
equal energy or even decreased energy) could contribute to
the ability of 8oxoG-A to avoid enzymatic repair, and lead
to the G→T transversion mutation (10).
One consequence of this local instability is the reduced

unfolding lengths of the hairpins containing 8oxoG or
mismatches. The control hairpins with canonical matched
bases open cooperatively in one unzipping event of 52–56
bases, and can be described cleanly with a two-state model.
The presence of two destabilizing base pairs in the hair-
pin leads to fraying of the stem at very low forces, to the
extent that the opening of the first part of the stem can-
not be measured. In the context of genomic DNA, this im-
plies that 8oxoG or other damaged bases could create flaws
or kinks that break up the DNA helix into smaller, non-
cooperative domains that are easier to open. In other recent
work the effect of 8oxoG-C and several other more severe
Gmodifications were also studied by dsDNA unzipping via
pulling of the ds/ss DNA hybrid through the hemolysin
pore (21,43). This approach characterized the relative kinet-
ics of G-C unzipping. While canonical and weakly destabi-
lizing duplexmodifications led to cooperative dsDNAmelt-
ing in a single step, more severe duplex defects revealed
two-step dsDNAmelting, mirroring the work of this paper.

While pore translocation experiments did not directly mea-
sure base pair energies, the measured rates indicated that
relative to G-C, 8oxoG-C pairs were less stable and both G-
A and 8oxoG-A were even less so. Notably, consistent with
this work no measurable difference was seen between the
G-A mismatch and the oxidized 8oxoG-A (21).

DNA-binding enzymes respond to the weaker duplex

Though the changes introduced by 8oxoG-C pairs are sub-
tle, they have a significant effect on EcoRI enzyme activity
onDNA (41). Evenwhen 8oxoG is located at the edge of the
5′-GAATTC-3′ recognition site and not adjacent to the site
of cleavage, binding and cleavage by this restriction enzyme
is negatively affected by 8oxoG-C base pairs (KM increases
and kcat decreases). But if the rate of base pair opening is
essentially unaffected, how could a repair enzyme recog-
nize a damage site? Recent simulations together with NMR
structural studies of these duplexes that include the effect of
water and counterions suggest that the restriction enzyme
EcoRI probably recognizes defective duplex base pairs by
a combination of local duplex unwinding, changes in the
backbone conformation, and very different local hydration
patterns (41). These are enough to prevent the cleavage ac-
tivity of EcoRI and other restriction enzymes. We hypoth-
esize that these phenomena may also lead to a longer time
that excision repair proteins like MutM spend at locations
containing 8oxoG. Thus, while the opening time for the
8oxoG-C pairmay not be faster, the time thatMutM spends
on that defective base pair duplex may be longer and suffi-
cient for that base pair to spontaneously open to be trapped
and excised.
For base excision glycosylases, recognition of the 8oxoG

lesion in the context of the DNA duplex occurs prior to
base extrusion into the protein active site (20). Though the
8oxoG-C-associated duplex deformation in the absence of
protein binding appears negligible (36), the repair glycosy-
lases distort lesion-containing DNA significantly, support-
ing the proposal that the 8oxoG-Cbase recognition depends
on higher local duplex deformability during interrogation
by the editing enzyme (16). Indeed, recent modeling work
(44) has found that in complex with OGG1 or MutM gly-
cosylases the 8oxoG-Cpair starts extruding from the duplex
due to bending induced by partial intercalation or ‘verging’
of the protein aromatic residue (Tyr203 for OGG1) from
the minor groove side. According to this modeling study,
8oxoG-C base pair opening only costs 1−2 kcal/mol (1.7–
2.7 kBT), compared to the cost of base pair opening in the
context of un-deformed B-DNA duplex of ∼10 kcal/mol
(17 kBT). Easier ‘verging’ of the aromatic residue of the
editing enzyme in turn likely derives from duplex destabi-
lization induced by that lesion, which according to this and
other works is moderate but significant (∼5.2 kBT or 3.1
kcal/mol). This ‘verging’ is probably facilitated by easier
8oxoG-C containing duplex DNA bending into the major
groove due to its much weaker hydration in combination
with the weaker stacking due to the altered base 8oxoG-C
dipole. All of these processes occur on the time scale of 1
s in fast pre-equilibrium with the subsequent much slower
steps of enzyme conformational change and base excision,
which occur over longer time scales (∼50 s).
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In conclusion, in this work we attempted for the first
time to use the DNA hairpin unzipping approach to char-
acterize the effect of G→8oxoG modification on DNA du-
plex stability.We showed that we can quantitatively describe
the effect on DNA hairpin stability of changes of DNA
stem composition, including base mismatches. In this case
the observed changes in the hairpin unzipping free energy
profile quantitatively matched mfold predictions. However,
the effect of lesions such as 8oxo-G on DNA stability can-
not be predicted directly by mfold. By adapting the mfold-
calculated landscape to account for the presence of lesions,
we find that oxidative damage strongly destabilizes the G-C
base pair. As base pairing is not affected by 8oxoG modi-
fication of the G-C pair, it is changes in stacking that are
responsible for local duplex destabilization, comparable in
magnitude to that introduced by mismatches. This result
agrees with the finding of Yakovchuk et al. that base stack-
ing interactions largely determine duplex stability (45). We
also find that oxidative damage does not affect the energy of
the G-A mismatch, in contrast to previous thermodynamic
measurements obtained under different solution conditions
(10), but in agreement with more recent nanopore stabil-
ity measurements (21). Together, our results suggest that
while base pair opening and closing may not be strongly
affected by the 8oxoG modification, hydration and overall
base pair stability are strongly affected, and this could pro-
vide amechanism for repair enzyme recognition. This local-
ized destabilization leads to a less stable hairpin (Figure 3)
that unfolds at lower forces (Figure 5). In the cell, the open-
ing of the DNA duplex into other conformations such as
replication forks, transcription bubbles and base-extruded
repair states is achieved not by increasing temperature but
by the action of a variety of different enzymes that exert
forces on the DNA during their function. Furthermore, the
DNA experiences significant stresses due to supercoiling,
packaging into chromatin and binding of regulatory pro-
teins that bend and stretch the DNA. These stresses would
be expected to highlight 8oxoG-containing defects in the
DNA such as those measured here.
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